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On Legal Style
By GEORGE JoHN MILER*
But easy writing's curst hard reading.
SHERMDAN
An association seldom reveals its potency at its inception.
This statement holds good for ideas, for persons, for moral prin-
ciples, and for things spiritual. Today, in approaching the sub-
ject legal style, I glimpse a myriad fleeting images.1 I see Miss
Augusta B. Center-"A B C," as she was known in St. Petersburg
High School-a firm yet lovable martinet on English grammar and
an enthusiast for rhetoric, literature, and especially Shakespeare.
I see Miss Vera M. Dumas, a similar martinet on Latin grammar
and an enthusiast for Roman literature, life and culture. I see
my Aunt Edith Rowles, Phi Beta Kappa, Syracuse, 1901, a clas-
sics major, who for several years labored diligently with me on
Latin. I see my thorough, methodical, seemingly aloof yet ever
thoughtful and warmly inspiring Englishman of a father, who
was editor-in-chief of his college paper and approached medicine
by the path of bachelor and master of arts. He always kept a
huge dictionary at hand, even at the dinner table, and until his
death last summer he picked me up on nice points of grammar.
* A.B., 1930, University of Florida; Rhodes Scholar 1930; B.A. in Juris-
prudence 1932, Winner of Boulter Exhibition in Law, Oxford Universiy, England;
doctor en derecho 1933, University of Madrid, Spain; graduate student 1933-1934,
Oxford University; LL.M. 1935, University Research Fellow, Columbia University;
Associate Messrs. Davis Polk Wardwell Sunderland & Kiendl, New York City,
1935-1942; Professor of Law, University of Florida, and Faculty Advisor, Uni-
versity of Florida Law Review, 1948-1955; Southern Law Review Conference
Chairman 1953; member of American Bar Association Committee on Improvement
of Administrative Procedures; Advisor to committees of The Florida Bar; mem-
ber of The Florida Bar, New York Bar, and Bar of Supreme Court of the United
States; Member Messrs. Caldwell, Parker, Foster, Wigginton and Miller, Tal-
lahassee and Miami, Florida.
'This article is largely my address in 1954 at University of Mississippi to the
Southern Law Review Conference. As Chairman Whiteside suggested, I have
tried to maintain the informal tone of an address. For reasons that appear later
I had best confess now that this is not a law review article in the usual sense. It is
just a bit of homely advice, inspired by a tribe that I admire for its industry,
acumen and results and that I love for its foibles-The Law Reviewers.I George Edmund Miller's first love was medicine; but even his enthusiasm
for healing did not dim his love of family and love of speaking and writing the
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I see many others, each of whom influenced me strongly in various
ways but whom I shall not mention individually now.3
Going back to my freshman year at the University of Florida,
1927, I see in particular my professor of rhetoric, W. A. Little.
He was a quiet, mild yet exacting man, a true scholar and, still
more important, a teacher in every sense of the word. His ap-
proach was ever precise, his classroom direction thorough without
becoming dull. We students wrote an essay every other week and
a critique of a literary classic every other week; and he graded
our papers carefully, with comments aimed at us individually.
He realized that building a style is a detailed and essentially per-
sonal affair. Our text, the latest and perhaps even the last of the
great classical treatises in the field, was The Working Principles
of Rhetoric, by Professor John Franklin Genung of Amherst. Al-
though it was published at the turn of this century, 4 I still recom-
mend it as the best exposition of rhetoric that I have yet read.
The dedication impressed me then, and it continues to impress me
now:
To the succession, now goodly in number, of those
who recall from their college days the room with the in-
scription Qui novit neque id quod sentit exprimit perinde
est ac si nesciret."
I have come 'round Robin Hood's barn in order to bring out
the two major characteristics of the accomplished rhetorician,
both of which come to mind whenever I think of the ablest of
those who instructed me. The first is a stem, unbending zeal for
accuracy and precision. The second is a blend of imagination,
enthusiasm, and the urge to create. The two usually strike the
neophyte as mutually exclusive, but they are not; they comple-
ment each other, and neither suffices" of itself. I must admit that
at the time I studied under these great teachers the acquisitions
English language. He was the finest man, as a man, that I have known, and he
could teach by actions as well as by words. Hence the caveat in the concluding
sentence of this article.
'I am especially indebted to Dr. Harry R. Warfel, Professor of English, Uni-
versity of Florida, not only for ideas here and there but also for pungent ways of
saying them. At those points I simply refer to this footnote. Any apparent error
in his ideas as paraphrased in this article, however, should be attributed to faulty
transmission by me.
'Published in 1901 by Ginn and Company, Boston. The publisher informs
me that unfortunately this work has been out of print for approximately 20 years,
but a used copy is worth diligent search.
"'He who knows but cannot express what he knows is as if hewere ignorant."
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that I prized were the individual bits and pieces. Today, how-
ever, I appreciate what they really did for me. They were utiliz-
ing both the exposition of principles and the "case method" to
develop in me an attitude, a technique, an approach that enabled
me to carry on when they were not at hand. They persuaded me
that writing, even technical writing, is fun rather than just hard
work. More they could not have done for me.
INITIAL STEPS AND ATTITUDE
Legal rhetoric and style, although they can profitably be
singled out for purposes of study, cannot be permanently divorced
from rhetoric and style in general. Professor Genung defines
rhetoric as ". . . the art of adapting discourse, in harmony with
its subject and occasion, to the requirements of a reader or
hearer."' Style is ".... manner of choosing and arranging words
so as to produce determinate and intended effects in language." 7
Rhetoric rests of necessity upon both grammar and logic; but
whereas these are sciences, rhetoric is an art. For this reason it
is far more difficult to master. The reader or hearer is not purely
mental; he has emotion and will as well as intellect. Many a
modem philosopher or professional educator, so called, im-
mediately jumps from this premise to the conclusion that by
introducing the variable human we have perforce eliminated
standards. We are told that a person should write as he feels,
that style and grammar are outmoded straightjackets. Or perhaps,
as Ambrose Bierce put it, grammar is "A system of pitfalls
thoughtfully prepared for the feet of the self-made man, along the
path by which he advances to distinction."8
That no absolutes exist in the higher realms of style is con-
ceded. Yet centuries of experience have demonstrated that some
types of style are effective for some purposes but not for others,
while certain types of style are not effective for anything. In the
effective styles lie patterns, many of the threads of which can be
traced. The pianist does not attempt Chopin until he can run
scales and arpeggios accurately and rapidly. The artist does not
'GENUNG, THE WomUNG PruNCIPLES OF R orounOc 1 (1901).7 Id. at 16.
BrEmacE, THE DEv's DIcnoNiARY 121 (Tower Books ed. 1941); obtainable
from The World Publishing Company, 2281 West 110 Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
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produce his great canvas without first learning something about
lines and color and shading. The renowned athlete does not just
trot out on the field one fine day and start playing brilliantly.
Neither does the accomplished stylist put pencil to paper for the
first time and dash off a stirring composition. He begins with
words, and progresses onward into sentences, paragraphs, chap-
ters, a book. The law review writer begins with a simple com-
ment, and then moves on into a note, an article, perhaps event-
ually a treatise. In the concluding words of G. V. V. Nicholls,
able editor of The Canadian Bar Review and author of an article
that I strongly commend to the attention of every legal writer,
"Perhaps writing comes easier with the years, but in my experi-
ence there is no royal road to a mastery of the King's English."'
All good writing aims at evoking some particular reaction in
the reader. The writer, in other words, must have something to
say. I mention this requisite because no small portion of what I
scan, and still more of what I hear in political speeches, remind
me of those touching lines of the straw-stuffed Scarecrow when
Dorothy first met him, "Do you think.. . if I go to the Emerald
City with you, that Oz would give me some brains?"10 There is
no substitute for content; the powerful thinker that expresses him-
self ineptly is a tragic figure, but the glib stylist with nothing to
convey is a confounded nuisance to everyone but himself.
Assuming that the writer has a thought to present, his next
step is to select his audience and his medium." These choices
are crucial. In drafting a simple type of contract, for example,
the "audience" consists of two parties, probably average business-
men, and perhaps ultimately a judge; the medium is writing. In
addressing an estate planning council the audience, and also the
medium, are decidedly different. Contrast a railroad mortgage
with a summation to the jury in a negligence case. I shall not
multiply examples, because the necessity of making these two
decisions is obvious. The error of failing to make these choices,
or the more common error of failing to adhere to them, is usually
fatal.
The next step, especially for the lawyer, is research, a tech-
'Nicholls, Of Writing by Lawyers, 27 CAN. B. REv. 1209, 1228 (1949).
11 BAum, TnE Nrw WizARD oF Oz 26 (1944), originally copyrighted in 1899
as THE WoNDmu-l WrzARD OF Oz.
' Warfel; see note 3 supra.
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nique that I pass over here because it merits in itself a treatise
and because it has been fully stressed in legal education. The
selection and organization of the material gathered, however,
even of the same material, rather rapidly separates the men from
the boys. Before wasting time on polishing-and polishing at an
early stage usually is a waste of time-the writer must decide
where he is going and how he intends to get there. A simple,
straightforward chart of the route saves many later hours. The
route that first comes to mind may miss the destination; and in
dealing with complex subjects a few stopovers and detours, off
the familiar highway, may prove unavoidable if the writer is to
traverse the full area that he has chosen. Of course, right at this
outline stage, the need for a drastic revision of destination or
medium may well become apparent, in which event the rechart-
ing should be made before proceeding further.
Most beginners tend, in legal writing at least, to jump at far
too broad a scope when selecting a topic, with the result that
they do not cover any portion of it properly. In briefing, this
unfortunate trait frequently takes the form of a more or less ex-
haustive, and invariably exhausting, exposition of far more legal
principles than are involved. In oral argument it induces a flood
of what is misconceived for oratory, with statements so sweeping
that they cannot possibly be supported. In law review writing
it appears in the freshman or junior bent on tackling nothing less
than the latest case in conflicts, constitutional theory or future
interests.
Another beginner's error is assuming too much familiarity
with the subject on the part of his reader. In legislative drafting,
for example, short-form designators need definition, preferably
once and for all near the beginning or perhaps near the end of the
bill. In the courtroom the judge is assumed to know the law,
although he cannot possibly carry all the law in the front of his
mind. And under no circumstances can he be expected to know
the facts until they are explained to him clearly. In law review
work the comment writer may well become for a time the greatest
living authority on one narrow point of law, but his first step in
informing the reader is to delineate precisely the particular point
that he is analyzing.
The effective arrangement of words has always seemed to me
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to be inextricably bound up with the orderly unfolding of sub-
stance; and accordingly style in its broad sense overlaps logic.
Nevertheless logic, the branch of philosophy that assumes a
premise to be valid without testing it and then checks the pro-
priety of the thought sequences, is a field of study in itself. I
therefore focus on style in the narrow sense, with the passing
observation that, at a time when the non sequitur in its numerous
forms is running a close second to the hamburger in American
diet, a more intensive discipline in logic, especially among law-
yers, is indicated. The works of the great philosophers through
the ages have lost none of their utility for any writer. Since, like
us, even the greatest thinkers must move within the limitations
of the human mind they too do not find all the answers; but this
lack of acceptable finality does not destroy the value of their
methods of exposition as objects of study.
Intrinsic accuracy of concept, even when finally attained and
presented in orderly fashion, can nevertheless be lost in the con-
veyance. Foremost in legal writing are accuracy and clarity, and
the latter quality encompasses readability. Brevity is another
goal, but it should never be permitted to outweigh clarity. Ac-
curacy of the presentation ranks first, of course, not only in im-
portance but also in order of attainment.
Accurate expression presupposes a command of grammar. I
realize that at times bad grammar is good rhetoric, just as on rare
occasions bad manners are the mark of the true gentleman, the
man that is never unintentionally crude or rude. The important
point here is that the deviation should spring from choice rather
than from ignorance. I am even willing to concede that the
"sender" of the thought accomplishes his purpose if the "receiver"
fully understands the meaning, whether the medium be language,
painting, sculpture, music, or even-as in the most effective com-
munications with the opposite sex-gestures.
Immediately, however, comes the next question: Why write;
why choose the written word as the medium of communication?
In legal writing one assumes that his audience is not just an
anthropoid with accentuated human features, and he is attempt-
ing to instill an idea in the reader and perhaps to arouse an emo-
tion that will produce a certain action. Accordingly, in order to
waste no more time on transmission than is necessary, he employs
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symbols that are mutually familiar; and their significance, both
in tones and in overtones, - rests not only upon what each symbol
conveys in isolation but also upon the effect produced by each
of literally thousands of possible combinations of these symbols.
This combining process is more chemical than physical; the effect
of four words is not just the sum of the thought or feeling con-
veyed by four individual words.
SPECIFIC BASIC SUGGESTIONS
I realize that broad, general propositions are seldom entirely
accurate. The price of generalization is usually some inaccuracy
at the lower levels of detailed application. Nevertheless the neo-
phyte at legal writing can safely and profitably observe a few
specific principles 6f sentence structure and grammar. These
serve, of course, as norms rather than as invariable rules.
Sentence Structure
First, be simple. If you know something you can state it
clearly. If you have not mastered the thought you are not yet in
a position to pass it to others, although sketching a rough draft
for your own further analysis often proves helpful. The most im-
portant single characteristic of good legal style is, in my opinion,
a change of pace. There is no ideal standard sentence. The
stylistic goal is a blend of long, short and medial sentences, and
the desirable type of blend depends upon the type of vehicle
selected to convey the thought, be it statute, opinion, pleading,
brief, oral argument, treatise, article, note, comment, lecture, or
some other form of legal expression. In theory the sentence struc-
ture of the first draft, when written without change of pace,
should be immaterial, but in practice this theory does not work.
To chop up long sentences, cluttered with qualifying clauses and
phrases, is a difficult task. To combine simple, direct sentences,
on the other hand, is easy. Until change of pace becomes auto-
matic the wiser course is to err on the side of producing too many
short sentences.
'A favorite word of Mr. Justice Frankfurter, who gave the address at our
Southern Law Review Conference 1954 banquet and under whom I was privileged
to study in 1933-1934 when he was Eastman Visiting Professor at Oxford Uni-
versity, England. He is a legal stylist as well as an able jurist.
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Second, the position of words in the sentence is especially im-
portant in achieving clarity. English, unlike Latin and many
modem languages, lacks declensions for the most part" and pos-
sesses no more than a rudimentary system of conjugation. Ac-
cordingly the stylistic device of using position for emphasis has
only a limited application in English. Our normal progression
is subject, verb, object. Qualifiers break continuity. Insertion
of a few is essential to accuracy of content, and on numerous
occasions in legal writing many qualifiers are required. The
lawyer is cursed with qualifiers. Nevertheless the adoption of
too many in the same sentence destroys either accuracy or read-
ability, and sometimes both. When qualifiers are necessary list
them in one sentence, or in several sentences if need be; then
refer in a final sentence to the composite as just delineated and
move on directly with the verb and object.
Third, remember that English is a strong, direct language.
Passives and reflexives weaken a passage and usually lengthen
it as well. An excellent rule-of-thumb, especially in legal writing,
is: active voice, indicative mood, present tense. For example, do
not say "It was held by the court in the case of Jones v. Smith that
a cause of action would be stated by these allegations"; say "In
Jones v. Smith the court held that these allegations state a cause
of action."
Indefinite Relation
Guard against the indefinite demonstrative pronoun used
functionally as a relative, especially at the beginning of a para-
graph. Take the statement "This is unfortunate," when following
the discussion of a decision or, still worse, of several. Does the
pronoun refer to the fact that the case arose, to the rationale, to
the practical result, to an inconsistency in trend, or to what? Ask
yourself "This what?" If the reference, and one reference only,
is not immediately forthcoming, add a noun. Closely related to
this error is the failure to observe the standard rule that pronoun
and antecedent must agree in number and gender. "Congress
was not satisfied with this interpretation .... They amended the
statute." The use of "was" fixes "Congress" as singular; therefore
"they" must be "it."
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The following sentence illustrates another pitfall: "There are
numerous jurisdictions that apply this principle." Simply say,
"Numerous jurisdictions apply this principle." Whenever "there
are-there is-it is" appear, consider revising the sentence. In
most instances you should revise it, although exceptions to effect
change of pace are of course permissible.
Parallelism in Comparison
Parallelism in comparison is frequently slighted. Probably
none of you would say "Bill's finger is longer than John"; and yet
you might well slide into "The rationale of the earlier cases is
preferable to the Smith and Johnson decisions." Insert "that of"
before "the Smith." Here is another example of barbarism: "The
difficulty with this statute is that: (a) it purports to codify the
common law without doing so, (b) vagueness, and (c) producing
administrative confusion."
Parallelism is also required in this sentence: "The decision
follows not only precedent but also is practical." Correctly
worded it should read "The decision not only follows precedent
but also is practical."
Diction
Diction is a field of study in itself. No one ever reaches the
outer limits of word study, no matter how much he reads or
'writes. And improvement demands constant effort. The beginner
usually employs terms of too broad an import, probably because,
in a new branch of knowledge, he does not even recognize the
fine distinctions. Every group of specialists, however, develops
highly systematized concepts and a technical vocabulary for
shorthand designation of each. Legal writing is technical writing,
except in the rare expositions for laymen. Precise technical labels
are essential, and they should be used.
I recall asking a freshman to give me the judgment and the
decision in Marbury v. Madison.13 He promptly replied, "Madi-
son got the shaft." Now, even as a practical matter, his answer
was not quite accurate; he should have said that Mr. Marbury
lost the first round. The Supreme Court discharged the rule to
11 Cranch 137 (U.S. 1803).
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show cause why a writ of mandamus should not issue to compel
delivery of an executed commission as justice of the peace. The
reason was lack of original jurisdiction in the Court to issue the
writ under the particular circumstances, despite the attempt of
Congress to confer this additional jurisdiction expressly by statute.
What this energetic young lad was referring to was the strong
dictum of Mr. Chief Justice Marshall that even the secretary of
state is not above the law in his refusal to perform the ministerial
function and that mandamus is the proper remedy if sought in
the proper court. My point is that, however stimulating this stu-
dent's answer might be to some jurors, it conveys very little to
a jurist.14
Conversely. the legal writer must guard against slipshod use
of a species symbol when designating the genus. In referring
generally to Supreme Court consideration of judgments below
the term to use is neither "appeal" nor "certiorari" but rather
"review." At times a general term is the only accurate one.
In drafting each type of legal instrument the writer must
make a basic though not very difficult choice among policies
governing his selection of words. At one extreme is the statute,
in which each concept must be designated by one symbol only
and each symbol must signify one concept only. In this type of
instrument stylistic flourishes have no place whatever. At or near
the other extreme is the article, which is enlivened by judicious
use of synonyms. In a sense, change of pace exists even at the
word level. Constant repetition of "the court held" is as weari-
some as a sustained succession of short, blunt sentences. Such
terms as "the bench," "the judiciary," or even "Mr. Justice Purple
for a unanimous court" relieve the monotony. Caution is manda-
tory, however; "said" connotes a dictum, for example, while
"held" denotes a step in the reasoning that is essential to the
decision. Accuracy, even when it dulls the style, outweighs
variety and sparkle.
Punctuation
Punctuating is another fine art that has been neglected of
late. Today punctuation has largely degenerated to a mere prop
"'For some rich humor along these lines, though you will read it with a
sense of sadness, see Prosser, English as She is Wrote, 7 J. LEGAL EDUC. 155
(1954).
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for clarity, despite the fact that accuracy and clarity should be
achieved by diction and by word order in each sentence, along
with what little the English language offers in the way of dis-
tinction through declension and conjugation. As training I recom-
mend practice in constructing sentences that need punctuation
at the end only. Once this technique is mastered the writer can
than begin to utilize punctuation to real advantage, namely, for
the purpose of speeding the reader up or slowing him down. To
give one example, most legal scribblers know that the "comma
splice" is inexcusable and that the common remedy is to put the
collection of words into two sentences. Many overlook, however,
the equally simple device of dotting the comma. The semicolon
variant speeds the reader up and is useful in moving rapidly
through passages that either focus on the same concept from
several slightly different angles or build step by step yet swiftly to
a conclusion.
In brief, do not discard punctuation in the final product, but
practice getting along with very little of it. Then employ it, in
passages already clear, to "pace" the reader, thereby exercising
over him the control that you maintain through rate of utterance
and voice modulation when speaking.
Common Errors and Barbarisms
I now take up in still more cryptic fashion some of the slips
that I have run across most frequently in years of going over legal
instruments and law review manuscripts, as well as in reading
opinions. 5
Misplaced "only"-For example, "This statute only has a bear-
ing on such a situation." This loose statement can mean that only
this statute has a bearing, or that it has a bearing but is not
decisive, or that it bears on such a situation only.
"All are not"-For example, "All of these cases are not strictly
applicable, however." Why cite them, then? The writer obviously
means "Not all of these cases are strictly applicable." Remember
that "all are not" means "not a single one is," while "not all are"
means that some are and some are not.
Not all of Their Honors are stylists, but on the whole they write with more
skill than lawyers display, in my opinion. Harsh criticism from counsel is a boom-
erang; the judge uses briefs heavily and is often following them closely when
writing at his worst.
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Superlative with "of any"-For example, "This is the best of
any opinion on the subject" should read "This is the best of all
opinions.... ." It cannot be the best of itself.
Indiscriminate "where"-In better usage "where" denotes phy-
sical position only. Do not slide into the headnote style "This is
a case where Jones is negligent and where he injures Smith"; in-
stead use "in which" or "if-when-whenever." But "in jurisdic-
tions where this rule has been adopted" is beyond criticism.
Repetition of "that" as conjunction-"It is true that if the
earlier cases are to be accorded any meaning and if the recent
statute is fairly interpreted that the latest decision is sound."
Insert a comma after the first "that" and substitute a comma for
the second. Better still, recast the sentence and start with "If."
Comparison of adjectives that lack degree-For example, in
the preamble to the Constitution of the United States, "to form a
more perfect Union" should read "to form a more nearly perfect
Union." The same observation applies to "accurate" and a few
similar words.
"If' for "whether" or "that"-Assume that you are inviting a
friend to visit you on rather short notice and you write "Wire me
if you can come." If your friend understands English and is con-
fident'that you do too he will telegraph if he can come and will
do nothing if he cannot. If, however, you write "Wire me whether
you can come" your friend will in either event telegraph. Now
take "The opinion does not make it clear if this allegation is es-
sential." This sentence should read "This opinion does not state
clearly whether . .. ."
Note the related though not identical error in "I doubt if this
view is widely accepted today." The writer may really mean that
even if this view is accepted today he doubts its validity, although
he is expressing his thought clumsily indeed; but he probably
means "I doubt that this view is widely accepted today."
Possessive with participial phrase used as noun-Let us begin
the discussion of this common error with a simple illustration: "I
object to his (not "him") going to town." Now complicate the
structure a bit: "Whatever view one may take of the importance
of precedent, he will hesitate to criticize Mr. Justice Green dis-
senting in the light of the equities." The criticism, if any, is aimed
at the act of dissenting, not at the bold justice. "Green" properly
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should be possessive. The entire construction is cumbersome in
English, however, and should be deliberately avoided.
Tense sequence-Legal writing has a twist of its own on this
score. As a general rule findings of fact should be cast in the past
tense and propositions of law, if still in force, in the present. For
example, "The court found that defendant saw (not "sees") or
could readily have seen the hobbled donkey and held that the
doctrine of last clear chance governs (not "governed") this situa-
tion." Use of the past tense for a principle of law connotes to
the careful reader that today it is not accepted or is at least
questionable.
"Which" and "that" clauses-The distinction between the cu-
mulative, or additive, relative clause and the restrictive relative
clause is rapidly coming to be indicated by commas only. The
former clause should be introduced by "which" or "who" and set
off by commas fore and aft; the latter, by "that" with no commas.
The distinction has practical value. Its decay is regrettable; to
use these relative pronouns indiscriminately and rely on punctua-
tion alone is risky. Take, for example, "All the cases, which were
decided before the 1949 amendment, support this view." This
statement means that no decisions have come down since the
amendment. Now change it to read "All the cases that were
decided before the 1949 amendment support this view." The
careful reader immediately senses that decisions have appeared
since the amendment and that at least some and perhaps all of
them throw doubt on the view advanced.
The best test to employ in choosing the correct relative pro-
noun is to omit the clause in your thinking: if the statement is
then too broad or otherwise inaccurate the clause is properly
restrictive; otherwise it is additive.' Demands of euphony have
produced, however, a widely recognized exception, employed to
avoid close repetition of the "th" sound: "... as we forgive those
who trespass against us.' 7
Split infinitive and terminal preposition-Debate waxes hot on
both the split infinitive and the preposition at the end of a sen-
"The distinction is keenly analyzed by H. W. FowLa, A DIcmoNAY OF
MODEn ENGLISH USAGE (1926) under "that, rel. pron." For a clear explanation
of how the confusion arose see FLEscH, THE AnT OF READABLE WRnmTNG 137-188(1949).
"According to the rule just stated "who" should be "that."
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tence; therefore the best that I can do is to express a personal
alignment. I adhere to the view that both usages are permissible
but should be employed sparingly and with discrimination. To
deliberately split an infinitive for emphasis, as I have just done,
is a useful device. The writer must remember, however, that
repetition and careless selection of occasion negate the shock
treatment attempted; to make every adverb emphatic is to stress
none.
The preposition at the end of a sentence can often be avoided
by using a synonym. For example, in "the case that we were talk-
ing about," merely substitute "Were discussing." But I personally
do not hesitate to end a sentence with a preposition in order to
escape a tortured, cumbersome construction. As Sir Winston
Churchill once retorted' to criticism for his use of a terminal
preposition, "This is the type of arrant pedantry, up with which
I shall not put."19
Capitalization, Hyphenation, Mechanical Aids
The modem trend is to capitalize and hyphenate20'less. This
trend is a wholesome one in legal writing, which is lumbering
enough at best. Frequent resort to parentheses or dashes, and
any use of italics and other mechanical aids for emphasis, are
badges of weakness. In legal writing especially the footnote
device can readily carry most of those "asides" that tend to im-
pede the flow of the text and yet merit some mention.21 An oc-
casional dash for a twist, as distinct from two dashes in lieu of
parentheses, is as refreshing as an 0. Henry ending to a story;
but too many surprises, like an overload of spice, deaden the
palate. Then too, the habit of throwing in dashes for commas is
hard to break, once it is acquired.
Mechanical aids in the form of headings and subheadings for
the purpose of indicating order and arrangement are, of course,
standard implements of legal writing. Occasional italicization of
small portions of quoted passages, always requiring the flag "em-
' And one retort by Sir Winston is usually ample; he invariably says volumes
in a few carefully chosen words.
Quoted by FLEScH, THE AnT OF READABLE WarrinG 137 (1949).
' See Fowler's excellent discussion of hyphens in A DiraroNARY OF MODERN
ENGLISH USAGE (1926).
"Two exceptions are the oral argument and the book review; parenthetical
observations, if truly appropriate to the flow of the thought, are definitely in order.
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phasis supplied" or "italics ours," is in common usage, but care-
ful selection of the portions worth quoting largely removes any
need for the practice. At all events the writer's own emphasis on
portions of his own material should spring from nice choice of
words, vigorous sentence formulation and, on occasion, deliberate
repetition. In legal writing italics customarily appear in the text
to designate case names and treatises, and their use for emphasis
tends to confuse. Furthermore masses of italics, like numerous
figures not in tabular form, produce in print a page that looks
messy and therefore displeases or discourages the reader right
at the start.
Format
Proper format is essential to clear legal writing. Format is to
legal writing what specific rules of local procedure are to the
practice of law. Admittedly there is no magic in any particular
type of format, but consistency within any one piece of writing
is essential and a high degree of standardization in a serial pub-
lication is desirable. The demands of space alone require precise
condensation.22 Think of the pages of print saved by purpose
signals and standard abbreviations, as well as by accurate punc-
tuation, in legal footnotes. Furthermore, once the reader has been
induced to expend time and effort in mastering these shorthand
symbols, he has a right to rely on what he sees. Inconsistency
inevitably slows him down, to no purpose; inaccuracy provokes
him. After all, it is his time-not yours-that you are trying to
save.
Caption or Title
The title or the caption is important, but do it last. The proper
caption for each type of instrument is fairly well standardized;
therefore you can readily be exact. Get your spacing right. And
be consistent; use or do not use end punctuation, as you wish,23
but never mix the two styles. Be sure you spell all names and
punctuate all firm and corporate names exactly as they are.
A good title indicates the field and the strip covered. It is
2Budgetary considerations are another cogent factor for all law review
publishers.
'I -advise against end punctuation; it serves no useful purpose, inasmuch as
the positions of the words on the page and variations in typeface and typesize
show clearly the interrelation.
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short and preferably "catchy," and it is not in the form of a sentence.
Neither is it an index of your project. Start by making it accurate
and, probably, too long. Then let your subconscious work on it.
Get suggestions from your colleagues. You may well run through
two or three dozen arrangements before you hit upon the title
that does the job.
Proofreading
Every manuscript should be proofed. If printed, it should be
proofread in both galley and page form, and in any event in
proposed final form. The author should, if it is at all possible to
do so, proofread the final proof himself. Of course he is a poor
proofreader of his own material; he is inclined to read what
ought to be there rather than what is. Several proofreaders are
needed, reading independently. At times, as may occur with this
article, time and distance prevent proofing by the author. In an
office, however, unless the printer is in another city, a lawyer
should go over his own material personally and carefully. He
cannot reasonably expect his secretary to be accurate all the time.
A major project merits several proofings, regardless of pressure.
You older law reviewers are of course cognizant of the fact
that any change in a line of printed type requires a reset of the
whole line. Another error may well appear in it. Furthermore,
until the printer locks a plate correct in every respect, he may well
transpose two or more lines. Whenever you make any changes
on a page the only foolproof method is to recheck letter for letter
each line reset, to line-check every other line on the page, and
then to call for another pageproof. I realize that this procedure
is not feasible in many instances, however; and a competent
printer deserves your trust without the additional pageproof. I
can state from experience that if you cooperate with your printer
at all he will meet you more than halfway.
You can help the printer by making corrections and altera-
tions of approximately the same length as the original, thereby
reducing the number of lines to be reset. If you must add, try to
do so near the end of a paragraph and at the galley stage. And
always mark all changes out into the margin; otherwise the printer
will miss them, and the fault is yours. If you can learn as few as
a dozen proofreader's symbols, so much the better.
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Use of Forms
Use forms as a check; this process saves your time. But do not
become a slave to gobbledegook. If you thumb through some
forms of notice to the clerk designating additional portions of a
record you will find, beneath the usual caption, something like
this:
The clerk of the court for the ................ judicial
circuit is directed to copy the following additional desig-
nated portions of the record, in the following folios, in
words and figures as follows, to wit:"
Now, isn't that a masterpiece? For years I have always wanted
to do something at this point, and one day I will. I want to start
right after "folios," and put this, with all due apologies to Sir
William Gilbert:
In words and in figures,
Outriggers and jiggers-
Each stroke, semi, dash, paren, dot,
Quotes, itals, comma splices,
And sim'lar devices;
In short, please just copy the lot.
And then all the owls of Minerva join in on the chorus:
To wit, to wit, to woo,
With a dash and colon too,
And all the symbols of legal lore,
The symbols of legal lore.
Now, seriously, since the caption designates the cause and the
court, and since the signature designates both counsel and ap-
pellee, why not just say "Copy also"? What does that longwinded
assemblage of jargon say that these two words fail to say? I
could readily multiply examples, but I am sure you catch the
point.
I realize, of course, that in the practice you encounter psy-
chological obstacles to good English. We lawyers are not entirely
to blame for our weird products. If an important client, usually
corporate, tells you that he prefers a certain form that he has
used for decades you naturally hesitate to change it. To experi-
ment with property of another is risky unless you work for a
governmental agency, and in private practice you will probably
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play it safe. Frankly, I cannot blame you for following instruc-
tions or strong suggestions. But forms do change over the years,
and on many an occasion you will have free rein. When you do,
try to write English.
BUILDING A STYLE
Building a style is fun. Even grammar has a subtle fascination
after the first, rough jolt of introduction to it. And when, with
technique mastered, the legal writer or speaker reaches the point
of window shopping among the literally thousands of correct
combinations of words the real fun begins. One reason for this
reaction is the comfortable feeling that he can "buy" any of them.
A still more stimulating reason is the possibility of personal cre-
ation; he too can make an article and put it in the window-and
a brand new article at that. The following steps are necessarily
in an order but all should be carried on together as one con-
tinuing process.
Read
The best approach that I know of at this more advanced stage
of style construction is to read intently, extensively, and dis-
criminatingly. Whenever you find a striking passage, reread it
carefully, not for content but rather with the aim of ascertaining
just what the author did in selecting and arranging his words, in
balancing and varying his sentence structure, in setting the pace
of each paragraph, and in ordering his paragraphs and blending
them into a symmetrical, rhythmic whole.
For the Latin scholar I warmly recommend, from the stand-
point of legal style, the blunt sledgehammer blows of Gaius, the
roll, precise balance and change of pace of Cicero, the swift thrust
of Martial. Rome's ablest earlier jurist, her most brilliant trial
lawyer and closest approach to a profound legal philosopher, and
her master of epigram each made his mark on his audience; and
that mark is still visible.
We too have a Marshall, whose opinions justly famous for
content are also well worth analyzing for style. Holmes, Brandeis,
Cardozo, Sutherland and Hughes offer, in their different ways,
many stylistic nuggets. And remember that, while Holmes in his
later years could dash off a masterpiece of English in two or three
hours, Brandeis not infrequently put a manuscript through twenty
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or more redrafts before releasing it. Among the great appellate
advocates Webster, Choate and John W. Davis promptly come
to mind; and there are, of course, several others. Among authors
of treatises and articles we have Huntington Cairns, Karl Llewel-
lyn, Fred Rodell, Thomas Reed Powell.
England has contributed more than her share of great stylists.
In addition to the clear, polished and at times chatty opinions of
many a lord of appeal in ordinary, passage after passage from
Dicey, Maitland, Pollock, Salmond, and, greatest of all, Sir Henry
Maine, illustrate legal writing at its best. I have selected more
or less at random and quote in Appendix A a few examples of
what I am referring to; the fact that most of these have been
quoted-and misquoted-so frequently as to become common-
place does not sap their vitality for the purpose of analyzing their
style.
Any piece of famous literature has valuable passages, even
from the standpoint of style alone, but there is something about
the phraseology of the best essays and short stories that I par-
ticularly commend to your attention, perhaps because each fo-
cuses intently on painting a concept concisely or creating a single
emotion swiftly. Much can be gained, I suggest, from Montaigne,
Bacon, Lamb and Emerson; from Poe, de Maupassant, 0. Henry,
Kipling, Maugham, Algernon Blackwood, Oliver Onions and
Montague Rhodes James, the master of the ghost story; from such
famous stylists in political and historical writing and speaking as
Macaulay, Gibbon, Pitt, Burke, Fox, Jefferson and Thomas Paine.
Nor is the tradition dead; Churchill, for one, is carrying it on. I
personally happen also to enjoy, even from a purely stylistic
standpoint, the fantasy, such as that whimsical Irish yarn by
James Stephens, The Crock of Gold, the informal, witty, profound
essay of the sort composed by the late Irwin Edman in Philo-
sopher's Holiday, and the genial yet deadly accurate satire of
A. P. Herbert in his Misleading Cases in the Common Law, Holy
Deadlock, and Uncommon Law. Indeed, the legal humorist
renders a great service in helping to minimize pomposity in legal
style. -4 Both the beginner and the learned member of a court
'A delightful American collection of legal humor, selected and edited by
Dean Prosser, is THE JuDIciAL HUMORIST (1952), reviewed 7 U. OF FLA. L. RPv.
367 (1954).
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uttering the last guess are prone at times to come out, seriously,
with such "overunderstatement" as "One ventures to suggest that
perhaps it would seem that the caveat of Lord Mildew is not
entirely without merit." Among former brilliant stylists in the
humorous and satirical vein you will of course think of Charles
Dickens, especially his Bleak House and some of the Pickwick
Papers, Jonathan Swift and his Gulliver's Travels, and those rol-
licking ballads of Gilbert and Sullivan in Iolanthe, The Mikado,
and Trial by jury.
The great works on religion are masterpieces of stylistic
rhythm. Even from this standpoint alone I recommend the vigor-
ous prose in the Holy Bible exemplified in Genesis, in the writ-
ings of Saints Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, and especially in
Ecclesiastes, The Proverbs and The Revelation. And for English
style I still prefer the King James Version. At the same time
analyze the diction and sentence structure of those modem
masters of oratory, Robert Ingersoll and William Jennings Bryan.
In selecting your reading material do not overlook the leading
columnists and editorialists, or even the straight reporting in the
better newspapers. For the legal writer, of all people, to look
down his nose at "journalese" is laughable. Admittedly that par-
ticular medium is not precisely geared to a legal audience with-
out some modification; it is directed at a far broader and more
diversified circle of readers. But it is stylistically valuable; it
emphasizes the quality that "legalese" especially has neglected.
It has that cryptic, compact movement, without frills, that gets
to the point in a hurry. And I do not care whether the pressure
has come from dictates of space or from some other source. The
result is good. The lawyer should not ape this style, but he can
profitably season his own style with it.
Familiarity with at least one foreign language is an asset to
building a style, not only because the realization that there are
other ways of saying something effectively is a stimulus to per-
sonal exploration but also because such study in itself evokes a
consciousness of grammar. For almost three decades we in
America have suffered from a contemptuous disregard of even
basic English; indeed, precise thinking in any field other than
mathematics and the physical and biological sciences has been
frowned upon. Self-styled educators have concentrated so heavily
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on how to teach that they have had little time to learn anything
in the first place that is worth teaching. Today, however, what
should properly be termed regressive education has reached its
blind ultimate, and we are once again beginning feebly to make
progress in elementary and secondary school instruction.25
The study of foreign languages, including the classical lan-
guages, will enliven your pursuit of English. You must stick to
one language in each composition, however. Guard against the
freshman urge to throw in foreign phrases in an effort to appear
learned. You can probably say what you want to say in plain
English if you make the effort. Of course a lawyer writing for
lawyers is expected to take advantage of such conceptual labels
as "dictum" and "certiorari," and his readers should get a distinct
impression if he refers to "the exclusio unius canon" or "the
eiusdem generis canon."2 ' The insertion of a foreign quotation,
however, and especially of a lengthy one, is unjustified unless it
is itself a direct authority relevant to the topic discussed and its
exact wording is important or unless, in an article, it expresses the
key thought in singularly apt fashion. In any event translate it.
If you cannot translate it you obviously do not know enough
about it to use it. If you can translate it but are tempted not to,
just think of how indignant you would feel if a writer slipped in
some Arabic or Chinese. Never try to "impress" the reader; ex-
press a difficult concept clearly and the impression will follow
automatically.
Keep Good Tools at Hand
Every technician must have adequate tools, and the legal
writer is no exception. Realizing fully that selecting a model kit
is a risky procedure I nevertheless offer my own minimum col-
-The ledger is not all in red. Advances in teaching reading have been sub-
stantial. A major problem now is to teach grammar and forceful writing without
losing reading speed. Some education professors are alive to the problem at last,
but the crying need for adequate instruction by and large is well posed by Prosser,
English as She is Wrote, 7 J. LEGAL EDUC. 155 (1954). My own experience with
student writing has been fully as disheartening as his. We law professors must
teach grammar and rhetoric as well as law.
Why, however, use "sua sponte" when "on its own motion" expresses the
thought exactly?
I From a truly great teacher, under whom I majored in philosophy, Dr. Hasse
0. Enwall. His native tongue was Swedish, yet his English was a joy to hear
even with its Swedish accent. He was talking about creating a worthwhile self
as the only necessary step to self-expression-but the basic principle is the same in
writing.
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lection. Each of you will probably improve upon it, just as I
do when I run across a new implement, but for a start I suggest:
A good desk dictionary28
A standard law dictionary29
A Uniform System of Citation30
Roget, Thesaurus31
Bartlett, Familiar Quotations32
Fernald, Synonyms, Antonyms and Prepositions33
Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage34
Warfel, Mathews and Bushman, American College English35
Genung, The Working Principles of Rhetoric3
Other books that I use or that have been strongly recom-
mended to me appear in Appendix B. I am familiar with most
of them, use most of them, and regard them as decidedly helpful.
Unless you are moving around a great deal you will want more
than a minimum, of course. Treatises on the English language
and other aids to rhetoric are not expensive to anyone that has
purchased lawbooks.
Write
Another vital step in building a style is to write. Do not wait
until you have read all you want to read before you start writing.
Personally I like Webster, NEW WORLD DICTiONARtY OF TBE A muCAN
LANGUAGE (College ed. 1953), which is comprehensive, up-to-date, and still desk
size. Every layman, when he takes up the law, must learn several hundred "for-
eign" words, and precision in definition is basic to accurate usage. The one-volume
BouviER, LAW DICTIONARY (Baldwin's Students ed. 1934), published by Banks-
Baldwin Law Publishing Company, Cleveland, is a handy size.
'The law reviewer's "Bluebook." The latest edition can always be obtained
from The Harvard Law Review Association, Gannett House, Cambridge, Mass.
An excellent and more comprehensive work is A Practical Manual of Standard
Legal Citations (1950), written by Miles 0. Price, renowned librarian of Columbia
University Law Library, and published by Oceana Publications, 43 West 16 St.,
New York 11.
I prefer the 1986 dictionary form of it, published by Garden City Books,
Garden City, N. Y.
' (12th ed., Morley, 1951), published by Little, Brown and Company, Boston.
'The full name is STANDARD HANDBOOK OF SYNONYMS, ANTONYMS AND
PRtEPOSITONS (1947); the publisher is Funk & Wagnalls Company, New York.
"This little volume, on which Oxford's H. W. Fowler worked so many years,
is to me the most valuable book of all. Oxford University Press, 114 Fifth Avenue,
New York, publishes it. It is popular among "old school" stylists; it is also termed
"the best of the lot" on the use of words by Rudolph Flesch in Tim ART OF PLAIN
TALE 40 (1946), and he repeats his high regard for it in HoW TO MAIM SENSE
37-38 (1954). It must be taken in small doses, but its scholarship is so compre-
hensive, its analysis so keen, and its exposition so lucid that I actually enjoy
browsing in it even when I am not concerned with any particular problem of
language.
" Published in 1949 by American Book Co., 55 Fifth Avenue, New York.
'I regretfully refer you to note 4 supra.
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A competent novelist once told me that every fiction writer has
at least 40,000 words of bad writing in him. This observation
applies to legal writers as well, although probably the amount is
less. I have never run across a legal writer that was proud of his
first scribble, even though he might well be satisfied with his first
product to appear, finally, in print. So do not get discouraged,
especially with your early attempts at a case comment, a note, a
brief, or for that matter a pleading, a will or a mortgage. I warn
you that your rate of advance on any drafting project will be far
from constant; at least once in the course of. each you will come
upon a plateau, and you must traverse it before you can resume
the ascent. But carry on; and take comfort in the realization that
all your predecessors, however phenomenal their agility may now
seem to you, struggled over the same sort of trail. You can rest
assured that every piece of legal writing you work at methodi-
cally, unsatisfying though the earliest may be, renders the next
much easier to do.
Almost every freshman author of a comment or beginning law
reviewer of whatever semester comes to me with a sad tale. He
comes about a month or two months after he has started his proj-
ect. He has the library in a turmoil and he has masses of notes,
some of them relevant. He has an outline of sorts and a barely
legible rough draft of the first eleven pages of a five-page com-
ment. His footnotes, if they can be read by anyone, look like a
cross between a railway timetable and my infant daughter's
scratchpad. At times I am sorely tempted to make a record of
what he is going to say and to play it as he comes through the
doorway with that look in his eye. It runs like this:
Doc, I've really worked on this thing, but I'm bog-
ged down. I thought I had it a week ago, but it just won't
add. Maybe I can turn in something, but if I ever get
through this one it's my last. This law review stuff is for
giant brains, and I'm just an ordinary student. I think I
know it but I can't say it.
I feel the urge to laugh, but we professors are paid not to-and
we really earn our salaries. Instead the writer and I start on the
fact paragraph. We go over it line by line. Then we check the
outline carefully. Then we go over for coffee, and I tell him
what I have just told you about my own continuing struggles
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and that I am still in there fighting on every manuscript. And he
doesn't believe a word of it-any more than you do if you're a
beginner. But it's true. That's how law reviewers are made.
Check Your Result
Read over what you have written. Read it aloud. If it sounds
complicated it probably "reads hard" too. Better still, get some
friend to read it. If he will accommodate you more than once
he is a true friend indeed. When you hand him a manuscript,
don't just stand there waiting for the bouquets. If he likes most
of it you have done a good job; by all means try to improve the
passages that he criticizes. If he tells you that it is a masterpiece
he is no friend 37
The most valuable contribution that a law review board makes
lies not in informing the readers but rather in training the junior
writers. The editors constitute captive spectators of the most
misshapen little monsters that pencil ever sketched. Take this
one: "Professor Fogg points out that a survey of the cases that
have been decided in most of the other states indicate [sic]
that the view of Mr. Justice Bilge that there is often a right that
has only one remedy, that the injured party cannot use, shows
that there is doubt that the maxim that was relied upon in the
leading case of Strengtho Corp. v. Amalgamated Brotherhood,
that there is no right that does not have a remedy, is a proposi-
tion that can be relied on in a case that presents these facts
today." This sentence is a mess, yet it exaggerates only slightly
what the hapless editor is up against. Now look at this: "Accord-
ing to Professor Fogg a survey of decisions from most other states
supports the view of Mr. Justice Bilge that today little reliance
can be placed on the Strengtho Corp. v. Amalgamated Brother-
hood maxim 'no right without a remedy' because the injured
party often finds his sole remedy unavailable." Note that the
editor has cut the length in half and has said the same thing with
no punctuation except quotation marks and a period.
' I did try reading to my wife. On the first occasion, many years ago, I awoke
her at two or three in the morning to get her opinion of a particularly brilliant
passage that I had just composed. She immediately muttered' "That's wonderful,
dear," and went back to sleep. On the second occasion her comments were no
more helpful; in fact they bordered on the caustic. I have uniformly sought other
critics ever since.
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We all concede that every man likes the sound of his own
voice. He also likes the sight of his own scribbling. Murdering a
brainchild nearly kills the young writer. But the sport is com-
mendable. When you can kill your own "masterpieces" you are a
writer. Meanwhile your editors will help you to do so. Be thank-
ful, for good legal products are almost invariably the result of
deliberate or at least indirect teamwork.
CONCLUSION
When you become a legal writer you join a great brotherhood.
Admittedly it is a brotherhood doomed to a plodding, pedestrian
gait along most of the way-doomed by the demands of coverage
and of accuracy, by the firm prod of scope and the incessant
needling of qualification. But if you can get this sort of content
across to your reader in doses that are palatable, even though
they are usually far from delectable, you have achieved some-
thing. Legal writing as a whole will never be scintillating, but it
need not be half so dull as it usually is.
Your style is you. In attaining your goal there is ample room
for originality. Nevertheless the path to a good legal style is much
the same for all of us until we traverse half or two thirds of it;
only then do we go our separate ways. A grasp of certain prin-
ciples and an awareness of certain pitfalls will help each of you
hikers to negotiate this early, rather tedious portion of the jour-
ney, the flat stretch that brings you to the foothills. I might even
say that you can cover quite a bit of this early portion by hitch-
hiking if you remain alert. Achieving a style is an art in the later
stages; in the initial stages, however, the process is distinctly
scientific, at least in legal writing. I therefore summarize what
I have tried to explain.
Be sure you have something to say. Say it directly. In legal
writing especially, get right into your topic without wasting
words in a futile attempt to create atmosphere;38 you can assume
that your reader is interested and that he is seeking information
rather than relaxation. After finishing your research and rough
'See the end of note 1 supra. In this article I was deliberately easing into
my topic at the start. Experience has taught that reader interest in legal style can-
not lightly be assumed;the typical stylist usually has as little to do with the law
as possible, and the average lawyer of today is virtually certain that legal writing
is immune to grammar and rhetoric.
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notes, decide just where you are going, and then drive straight
at that destination. And then, no matter what you produce on
first draft, boil it down. Strive constantly to save time-the reader's
time. Choose your words meticulously; be as specific as possible.
To be accurate, clear and brief is your goal, but it is far better to
be definitely wrong than to be vague. Eschew flippancy, but do
not hesitate to sprinkle an article, as distinct from a formal legal
instrument, with a dash of appropriate, reserved humor. Mild
satire is occasionally in order; but always direct it at the product,
never at the producer. If you must be nasty with regard to an
individual, by all means write your feeling down and get rid of it.
Then blue-pencil it. You may well become acquainted one day
with your target, and you will probably find him a likable sort.
Remember, your published word will float around far longer than
you will.
Keep subject, verb, object in mind, and also active voice, in-
dicative mood, present tense. In expounding a complicated
thought do not even attempt to pack all your qualifiers into one
sentence. Work them into your passage, but move so that your
reader can follow you without straining. The jurist does not
create the stuff of law; that vital ingredient comes from human
nature, human relations, and other forces outside the law. But the
jurist plays an important role; he is the translator of this stuff into
precise minima and norms. It is not untrue to say that one of his
primary functions is to pick astute lay brains and express their
thoughts with a higher degree of technical accuracy than they
can attain in formulating communal standards of conduct. Dis-
cipline is an integral part of any useful scholarship. Intuitive
perception and the so-called social consciousness of benevolent
dolts did not build either the Common Law or the Roman Law.
Bear constantly in mind the common pitfalls in grammar that
plague legal writers; search for them diligently in your final or
preferably in your penultimate draft and correct them. Achieve
emphasis through diction and strong sentences; repetition is per-
missible and even advantageous in some types of legal writing
but it should be used sparingly. Be accurate in footnote refer-
ences, no matter how much time this accomplishment demands,
and use purpose signals and punctuation with precision. In draft-
ing each type of legal manuscript follow closely its standard gen-
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eral format though not the exact wording of any one form em-
ployed as a model. Beware the Gobbledegook!
As soon as you have made substantial progress in exercising
the basic technique, turn to the great writers, especially the
masters of legal style; at this stage you strike off on your own,
but you can still absorb much from those who have reached the
heights. Above all, strive for change of pace, thereby breaking
in presentation the steady, monotonous advance that inheres in
legal content. If you must err-and you will-err in your earlier
efforts on the side of too many short sentences in sequence. You'
can readily add later the sustained simile or metaphor, the rolling
yet neatly balanced sentence, the sentence beginning with a prep-
ositional phrase for its subject, the sentence with a twist at the
end, and scores of other special devices.
Every writer hopes to produce the sentence that lives." The
sentence that lives, however, draws its sustenance from its context,
from the many companion sentences that give it vitality. In the
field of law it is almost invariably inaccurate in that it is too
broad; its overtones carry too far precisely because its strength
lies in scope, in close approach to the big picture that we glimpse
so seldom. Accordingly sentences of this caliber are rare. Do not
expect to write or even to read many of them, and never try, in
jurisprudence, to construct one in isolation. Be content at the
start with the accurate, straightforward, simple approach; the
brilliant generalization will jump into place when you least
expect it, but it will always evade any deliberate rush at it.
I predict that you will enjoy style as style, once you focus
attention on it. The skillful use of language, like the other arts,
must rest on a firm foundation of science, in this instance the
science of words and their myriad possible combinations. The
study is fascinating in itself, and yet it is more. Words are just
as essential to the jurist as scalpels, forceps, X-ray machines and
chemicals are to the physician. Precision in their use evokes
precision in thought. Their highest use enables us to deal in con-
cepts. If I may seize upon a stock phrase to express what appears
to be a patent contradiction, words deftly coaxed into service
help us lawyers to get off the verbal level. A firm grasp of the
' Warfel; see note 3 supra.
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subject matter does not preclude readable presentation, even in
the law.
Finally, do not be afraid to set your legal ideas down on paper,
and do not become disheartened by those plateaus that will cer-
tainly appear along your pathway to a style. Stick with itl Turn
your thoughts at glum moments to Socrates and Plato. Both were
profound analysts and masters in organizing their thoughts. Both
had phenomenal insight. The one did not write at all, however,
as far as we yet know, while the other not only wrote but wrote
brilliantly. Although best known as perhaps the greatest of phi-
losophers he could readily have been a dramatist, a poet, an
orator or a fantasist. The reputation of Socrates among posterity
rests on Plato's writings; and not every Socrates has a Plato. Un-
doubtedly many a truly great thinker will never be known to us.
The man of influence is the articulate thinker.
And so I close by paraphrasing roughly the Latin maxim that
I began with. It is much too broad to be accurate in constructing
your personal philosophy of life, but it is singularly applicable to
any discussion of building a style: "Even if you know something,
nevertheless, if you cannot express it, you might just as well have
been stupid in the first place."
Appendix A-Some Fine Passages of Legal Writing*
Opening paragraph of Maine, Ancient Law 1 (New ed., Pollock, 1930):
The most celebrated system of jurisprudence known to the
world begins, as it ends, with a Code. From the commencement
to the close of its history, the expositors of Roman Law con-
sistently employed language which implied that the body of their
* ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: I wish to thank the publisher of each of the works
quoted in part in this appendix for permission to reprint the passage selected, and
I strongly recommend reading each book in full. The name and address of each
publisher appears in Appendix B, after the name of the author and title of the
book, with the number of the latest edition that has come to my attention. One
exception in the listing is Columbia University Press, Journalism Building, Co-
lumbia University, New York 27, publisher of CARDozo, THE PARAnoxEs oF LEGAL
ScIENCE. For a general introduction to Cardozo the material collected in the two
books listed in Appendix B furnishes a more rapid approach, although I predict
that reading those excerpts will arouse a desire to read each of his major works in
full. Most of them are published by Columbia University Press. The other ex-
ceptions in the listing are Macmillan and Co., Limited and St. Martin's Press
Incorporated, to both of whom I am indebted for permission to reproduce the
passages from Dicey and Pollock.
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system rested on the Twelve Decemviral Tables, and therefore
on a basis of written law. Except in one particular, no institutions
anterior to the Twelve Tables were recognised at Rome. The
theoretical descent of Roman jurisprudence from a code, the theo-
retical ascription of English law to immemorial unwritten tradi-
tion, were the chief reasons why the development of their system
differed from the development of ours. Neither theory corre-
sponded exactly with the facts, but each produced consequences
of the utmost importance.
Id. at 843-344:
The reason why one legal conception continues so long to cover
several conceptions, and one technical phrase to do instead of
several, is doubtless that practical changes are accomplished in
the law of primitive societies long before men see occasion to
notice or name them.
Opening sentences of Pollock, A First Book of Jurisprudence 3 (1896):
We find in all human sciences that those ideas which seem to
be most simple are really the most difficult to grasp with certainty
and express with accuracy. The clearest witness to this fact is
borne by the oldest of the sciences, Geometry. No difficulty what-
ever is found in defining a parabola, or a circle, or a triangle.
When we come to a straight line, still more when we speak of a
line in general, we feel that it is not so easy to be satisfied. And
if it occurs to us to ask the geometer what is the relation of his
"length without breadth" to the sensible phenomena of space, mat-
ter, and motion, we shall find ourselves on the verge of problems
which are still too deep for all the resources of mathematics and
metaphysics together.
From Salmond, Jurisprudence 1-2 (7th ed. 1924), after the author
defines jurisprudence as "the science of civil law":
Of jurisprudence in this sense there are three kinds-namely,
(1) legal exposition, (2) legal history, and (3) the science of
legislation. The purpose of the first is to set forth the contents of
an actual legal system as existing at any time, whether past or
present. The purpose of the second is to set forth the historical
process whereby any legal system came to be what it is or was.
The purpose of the third is to set forth the law, not as it is or has
been, but as it ought to be. It deals not with the past or present
of any legal system, but with its ideal future, and with the pur-
poses for which it exists. The complete scientific treatment of any
body of law involves the adoption of each of these three methods.
The law must be dealt with systematically or dogmatically in
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respect of its contents, historically in respect of the process of its
development, and critically in respect of its conformity with justice
and the public interest.
From Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution
lxxvi (8th ed. 1927):
Federalism, when successful, has generally been a stage to-
wards unitary government. In other words, federalism tends to
pass into nationalism. This has certainly been the result of the
two most successful of federal experiments. The United States,
at any rate as they now exist, have been well described as a na-
tion concealed under the form of a federation. The same expres-
sion might with considerable truth be applied to Switzerland.
Never was there a country in which it seemed more difficult to
produce national unity. The Swiss cantons are divided by dif-
ference of race, by difference of language, by difference of re-
ligion. These distinctions till nearly the middle of the nineteenth
century produced a kind of disunion among the Swiss people
which in 1914 seems almost incredible. They forbade the exist-
ence of a common coinage; they allowed any one canton to protect
the financial interest of its citizens against competition by the
inhabitants of every other canton. In 1847 the Sonderbund
threatened to destroy the very idea of Swiss unity, Swiss nation-
ality, and Swiss independence. Patriots had indeed for genera-
tions perceived that the federal union of Switzerland afforded the
one possible guarantee for the continued existence of their coun-
try. But attempt after attempt to secure the unity of Switzerland
had ended in failure. The victory of the Swiss federalists in the
Sonderbund war gave new life to Switzerland: this was the one
indubitable success directly due to the movements of 1847-48. It
is indeed happy that the victory of the federal armies took place
before the fall of the French Monarchy, and that the Revolution
of February, combined with other movements which distracted
Europe, left the Swiss free to manage their own affairs in their
own way. Swiss patriotism and moderation met with their reward.
Switzerland became master of her own fate. Each step in the
subsequent progress of the new federal state has been a step
along the path leading from confederate union to national unity.
From Holmes, The Common Law 1-2 (1881):
The object of this book is to present a general view of the Com-
mon Law. To accomplish the task, other tools are needed besides
logic. It is something to show that the consistency of a system
requires a particular result, but it is not all. The life of the law
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has not been logic: it has been experience. The felt necessities of
the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions of
public policy, avowed or unconscious, even the prejudices which
judges share with their fellow-men, have had a good deal more
to do than the syllogism in determining the rules by which men
should be governed. The law embodies the story of a nation's
development through many centuries, and it cannot be dealt with
as if it contained only the axioms and corollaries of a book of
mathematics. In order to know what it is, we must know what it
has been, and what it tends to become. We must alternately con-
sult history and existing theories of legislation. But the most dif-
ficult labor will be to understand the combination of the two into
new products at every stage. The substance of the law at any
given time pretty nearly corresponds, so far as it goes, with what
is then understood to be convenient; but its form and machinery,
and the degree to which it is able to work out desired results,
depend very much upon its past.
From Maitland's Introduction, 17 Selden Socy xviii (1903):
The qualities that saved English law when the day of trial came
in the Tudor age were not vulgar common sense and the re-
flexion of the layman's unanalyzed instincts: rather they were
strict logic and high technique, rooted in the Inns of Court, rooted
in the Year Books, rooted in the centuries. There is little enough
of crude common sense in Coke upon Littleton. What, so we take
it, was distinctive of English law at the end of the middle age was
the elaboration of rough native material into a highly technical,
but at the same time durable, scheme of terms and concepts.
From Maitland, Equity 296 (1909):40
The forms of action we have buried, but they still rule us from
their graves.
From Mr. justice Holmes in Buck v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200, 207 (1927)
(citations deleted):
We have seen more than once that the public welfare may call
upon the best citizens for their lives. It would be strange if it
could not call upon those who already sap the strength of the
State for these lesser sacrifices, often not felt to be such by those
concerned, in order to prevent our being swamped with incom-
petence. It is better for all the world, if instead of waiting to
execute degenerate offspring for crime, or to let them starve for
their imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly
"
0 Reprinted in TBm Foiums OF AcnoN AT COnM ON LAW 2 (1936).
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unfit from continuing their kind. The principle that sustains com-
pulsory vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting the Fallopian
tubes. Three generations of imbeciles are enough.
From Cardozo, The Paradoxes of Legal Science 4-5 (1928):
The problem is laid bare, and at its core are the ancient mysteries
crying out for understanding-rest and motion, the one and the
many, the self and the notself, freedom and necessity, reality and
appearance, the absolute and the relative. We have the claims of
stability to be harmonized with those of progress. We are to
reconcile liberty with equality, and both of them with order. The
property rights of the individual we are to respect, yet we are not
to press them to the point at which they threaten the welfare or
the security of the many. We must preserve to justice its universal
quality, and yet leave to it the capacity to be individual and
particular.
Id. at 61:
One may think it strange that the material in the legal store-
house has a capacity so varied to combine and recombine in ac-
cordance with the forms of justice. The reason is not far to seek.
A fruitful parent of injustice is the tyranny of concepts. They are
tyrants rather than servants when treated as real existences and
developed with merciless disregard of consequences to the limit
of their logic. For the most part we should deal with them as pro-
visional hypotheses to be reformulated and restrained when they
have an outcome in oppression or injustice. But their empire,
even when greatest, is never without limits. Here as elsewhere,
tyranny breeds rebellion, and rebellion an emancipator. The con-
cept, overgrown, and swollen with excess of power, is matched in
the end by other concepts which put a curb on its pretensions.
From Mr. Chief Judge Cardozo in Kerr S.S. Co. v. Radio Corp. of
America, 245 N.Y. 284, 290-291 (1927) (citations deleted):
The key to Hadley v. Baxendale is lost if we fail to keep in
mind the relativity of causation as a concept of the law. The
argument for the plaintiff mistakenly assumes that the test of
what is general damage in a controversy between the sender of a
message and the receiver is also the test between the sender and
the carrier. To unify the two relations is to abandon Hadley v.
Baxendale in its application to contracts for the transmission of a
message. If knowledge that a message is concerned with business
of some kind is by imputation knowledge of those forms of busi-
ness, and those only, that are typical or normal, there must be
search for a definition of the normal and the typical. The quest is
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obviously futile. Every effect is natural when there is complete
knowledge of the cause. Every damage becomes natural when the
transaction out of which it arises has been fully comprehended.
Imputed knowledge cannot stop with imputed notice of trans-
actions that are standardized by usage. In the complexities of
modem life, one does not know where the ordinary ends and the
extraordinary begins. Imputed knowledge, if it exists, must rest
upon an assumption less timid and uncertain. The assumption
cannot be less than this, that whatever a carrier could ascertain
by diligent inquiry as to the nature of the undisclosed transaction,
this he should be deemed to have ascertained, and charged with
damages accordingly. We do not need to consider whether such
a rule might wisely have been applied in the beginning, when
the law as to carriers of messages was yet in its infancy. Most
certainly it is not the rule announced in our decisions. We cannot
accept it now without throwing overboard the doctrine that notice
is essential. Notice may indeed be adequate though the trans-
action is indicated in outline only. The carrier must draw such
reasonable inferences in respect of the character of the business
as would be drawn by men of affairs from condensed or abbre-
viated dispatches. Something, however, there must be to give
warning that the subject of the message is not merely business in
general, but business of a known order.
Appendix B-Comments on Some Other UsefulTools
No one in his right mind would attempt to set down, dogmatically,
a perfect reading list. Any book that stirs you to worthy action or
kindles noble sentiments is, for you, a good book. And the same book
will impress different readers differently. I do not maintain that you
must read every book in even this short list in order to build a good
legal style. Still less do I intend to intimate that you might just as well
exclude from your reading the many excellent works not included here.
Books come out all the time, and a few of them are well worth your
while. The Book Reviews section of your favorite law review, too
often neglected, will help you to choose the best in current legal
writing.
I classify the publications listed here under several headings.
Whenever I have the publisher's address at hand I give it. In ordering
any book, of course, you should ask for the latest edition; usually,
though not always, it is the best. When you particularly like a book,
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get your own copy and mark it up. And keep it. After you have
marked it, that book is a hundred times more valuable to you than
any clean copy.
Smooth style and sound content appear together far more fre-
quently than you would normally suppose. I like these suggested
readings not only for what they say but also for how they say it. Read
them not for "sense" alone but also for their style. Look for the clear,
pithy sentences, an organization of thought that moves without jerks
and jolts, a use of punctuation that achieves the variations in reading
speed desired by the author, a steadfast refusal to pile up clause after
clause, a precision in word selection that conveys just the intended
shade of meaning, a careful skirting of the bog of details not necessary
from the viewpoint adopted by the author, and a constant shifting of
pace.
In the treatises and articles of the great British stylists you will
find a refreshing "naturalness," an informality that varies with the
theme and that at times appears even careless. 41 But do not be de-
ceived. As in their dress, the outstanding Britishers are studiously in-
formal on the appropriate occasions. The delightful effect is not
achieved by accident. They are never slovenly. Part of their secret
is their command of spoken English; it is no mere accident that their
best legal treatises are built on famous lectures-lectures that did not
merely instruct but warmly stimulated class after class of students.4
Now for the list, starting with books on English as a language.
BOOKS ON TECHNIQUE
The one book, I repeat, that I recommend above all others is H. W.
Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage (1926), published by
Oxford University Press, 114 Fifth Ave., New York 11.43 The Kings
English (1931), by H. W. Fowler and his brother F. G., is also ex-
cellent, although there is considerable overlap. Same publisher.
When I was an undergraduate I came across a little book entitled
Century Collegiate Handbook, by Garland Greever and Easley S.
Jones. My copy was published in 1927 by The Century Co., New
York.44 It is now outmoded in a few places; but it gives as many
41 E an "ony" loosely placed every now and then, although the meaning
intended can in such instances be gathered from the context; an apparent comma
splice, although the faster pace intended is the reason for not using a semicolon.
The effect produced is deliberately sought and is not a mere careless slip.
'Oxford and Cambridge do not compel attendance at lectures, as distinct
from the private tutorials; therefore every lecturer is on his mettle.
"' See note 34 supra.
" The third edition, by Greever, Jones and Jones, is now available for $2.25
from Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 85 West 32 St., New York 1.
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sound rules for elementary writing as I have seen anywhere in so few
pages. It stresses grammar, sentence structure and spelling, of course.
On rhetoric I have already expressed my high regard for Professor
Genung's treatise, if you can find a used copy.45
By all means become acquainted with Rudolph Flesch, whose
works are published by Harper & Brothers, 51 East 38 St., New York
16. You may not agree with everything he says, but you will almost
certainly concur heartily in much of it. And he himself can write; his
works illustrate admirably the points that he is making. He is that
rare article: a scholar of common sense. I especially recommend The
Art of Plain Talk (1946), The Art of Readable Writing (1949), and
How to Make Sense (1954). Chapter XX on The Juvenile Touch in
the first, and Chapter 6 on Poetry and Punctuation in the last, are
alone worth the price of a dozen sets of his books.
Another short treatise, somewhat more sophisticated but equally
stimulating, is Words and Ways of American English (1952), written
by Thomas Pyles and published by Random House, Inc., 457 Madison
Ave., New York 22. If some of it shocks you, so much the better.
And here are some others, not listed in any particular order, that
come in handy:
H. L. Mencken, The American Language (4th ed. 1937), plus 1945
and 1948 Supplements. Alfred A. Knopf, 501 Madison Ave., New York
22.
Sir Ernest Gowers, Plain Words: A Guide to the Use of English
(1948). Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London.
Webster, A Dictionary of Discriminated Synonyms (1942). 46 G. &
C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass.
Crabb, English Synonyms (Rev. ed. 1945). Grosset & Dunlap, New
York 10.
Frank J. Wilstach, A Dictionary of Similes (1924). Grosset & Dun-
lap.
The Phrase Finder (1953). Rodale Press, Inc., Emmaus, Pa.
The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations (1941). Oxford University
Press, 114 Fifth Ave., New York 11.
Evan Esar, Dictionary of Humorous Quotations (1953), Horizon
Press, 68 West 44 St., New York 36.
Mario Pei, The Story of Language (1949). J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, East Washington Square, Philadelphia 5.
" See notes 4, 6 supra and text thereat.
" To compile a complete dictionary of all synonyms is virtually impossible.
Since no one such dictionary is expensive I recommend, for coverage, the acquisi-
tion of several different synonym dictionaries.
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Finally, of course, you will want an unabridged dictionary avail-
able for material not in your smaller desk dictionary. Any of the
standard big ones is good. And I personally keep a one-volume Latin
dictionary at hand also.
BACKGROUND AND REFERENCE BOOKS
Edith Hamilton, Mythology (1953). The New American Library
of World Literature, Inc., 501 Madison Ave., New York 22.
Bulfinch, Mythology. The Modem Library, New York. Any edition
will do.
Sir James G. Frazer, The Golden Bough (Abr. ed. 1951). The Mac-
millan Company, 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11.
Edgar Johnson, A Treasury of Satire (1945). Simon and Schuster,
Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20.
Will Durant, The Story of Philosophy (2d ed. 1933). Simon and
Schuster, Inc.
An Encyclopedia of World History, compiled and edited by Wil-
liam L. Langer (Rev. ed. 1948). Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park
St., Boston 7. An invaluable work in one volume for quick reference
to facts, names, dates.
Gerald Kennedy, A Reader's Notebook (1953). Harper & Brothers,
51 East 83 Street, New York 16.
LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING MATERIAL
Legislative drafting is a highly specialized branch of legal writing
that is properly receiving more attention every year. For those in-
terested in this particular technique I recommend ag the best basic
American treatise on the subject Reed Dickerson, Legislative Drafting
(1954), published by Little, Brown and Company, 84 Beacon St.,
Boston 6. The author's vast experience as Assistant Legislative Counsel
to the United States House of Representatives and his drafting work
with the Department of Defense since then enable him to handle his
subject in a precise, practical manner.
An excellent Canadian article is E. A. Driedger, "Legislative Draft-
ing," 27 Canadian Bar Review 291 (1949). On his opening page the
author lists several other useful publications in this field.
The Department of Legislation in American Bar Association Jour-
nal, under the able editorship of Professor Harry W. Jones of Columbia
through July 1951 and thereafter of Vice-Chancellor Charles B. Nut-
ting of University of Pittsburgh, is a storehouse of valuable suggestions
and critiques.
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JURISPRUDENCE AND LEGAL HISTORY
Sir Henry Sumner Maine, Ancient Law (New ed., Pollock, 1930),
Early Law and Custom (1883). John Murray (Publisher): Limited,
50 Albemarle St., London W.I.
A. V. Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitu-
tion (8th ed. 1927), Lectures on the Relation between Law and Public
Opinion in England (2d ed. 1914). The Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth
Ave., New York 11.
Sir Frederick Pollock, A First Book of jurisprudence (1896). The
Macmillan Company.
Sir John Salmond, Jurisprudence (10th ed. 1947). Sweet & Maxwell,
Limited, 2 & 3 Chancery Lane, London W.C.2.
0. W. Holmes, Jr., The Common Law (1881). Little, Brown and
Company, 34 Beacon St., Boston 6.
Karl N. Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush (2d ed. 1951). Oceana Pub-
lications, 43 West 16 St., New York 11.
Lord Macmillan, Law and Other Things (1937). Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, Bentley House, London N.W.1, or The Macmillan Com-
pany, 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11.
Roscoe Pound, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law (Rev. ed.
1954). Yale University Press, New Haven.
Sir Carleton Kemp Allen, Law in the Making (5th ed. 1951). Ox-
ford University Press, 114 Fifth Ave., New York 11.
Huntington Cairns, Legal Philosophy from Plato to Hegel (1949).
The Johns Hopkins Press, Homewood, Baltimore 18. An outstanding
treatise, beautifully written.47
Morris R. and Felix S. Cohen, Readings in Jurisprudence and Legal
Philosophy (1951). Prentice-Hall, Inc., 70 Fifth Ave., New York 11.
Interpretations of Modern Legal Philosophies (Sayre ed. 1947).
Oxford University Press, 114 Fifth Ave., New York 11. A superb set
of 38 essays by leading contemporary legal philosophers from various
parts of the world. Not for rapid reading.48
Jurisprudence in Action (1953). Baker, Voorhis & Co., Inc., 25
Broad St., New York 4. Legal essays selected by The Association of
the Bar of the City of New York Committee on Post-Admission Legal
Education. Each is a classic. Some, perhaps all, of these brilliant
essays will stimulate you to read more by the same author.
Law Is Justice-Notable Opinions of Mr. Justice Cardozo (Sainer
ed. 1938). The Ad Press, Ltd., 100 Grand St., New York. Another
' Reviewed 2 U. oF FLA. L. Rxv. 808 (1949).
"For a more detailed opinion see my rather lengthy review in 1 U. oF FLA.
L. REv. 111 (1948).
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good collection is Selected Writings of Benjamin Nathan Cardozo (Hall
ed. 1947). Fallon Law Book Company, Inc., 443 Fourth Ave., New
York 16.
Frederic William Maitland, Equity (2d ed., Brunyate, 1936), The
Forms of Action at Common Law (1936). Cambridge University
Press, 32 East 57 St., New York 22. Anything by Maitland is a joy to
read. Some of his best work appears in his Introductions to the earlier
volumes of the Selden Society publications, of which he was editor
from their inception in 1887 until his death. If you like legal history
at all-and you should-you will find these volumes fascinating. All
of the later editors are British or American scholars of note, and most
of them are good stylists as well. The present American Secretary is
Professor M. DeWolfe Howe,, Harvard Law School, Cambridge 38, if
you are interested in joining the Selden Society. In any event have a
look at, say, Volumes 1 and 17 in your college law library.
LEGAL HUMOR
A. P. Herbert, Misleading Cases in the Common Law (6th ed.
1931). Methuen & Co. Ltd., 36 Essex St., London W.C. Also his Un-
common Law (1937). Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., Garden
City, N.Y.
The Judicial Humorist (Prosser ed. 1952). Little, Brown and Com-
pany, 34 Beacon St., Boston 6.
Gilbert Abbott A'Beckett, The Comic Blackstone (New and rev.
ed., Arthur William A'Beckett, 1887). Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., 8, 9,
10 Bouverie St., London. You will probably have to wheedle a copy
out of one of your dealers in used books.
PERIODICALS
In addition to a few articles that serve as examples of good legal
style you will find on occasion an article devoted to legal writing itself.
I have already mentioned the sage advice, charmingly written, of
George V. V. Nicholls, who knows from bitter and from pleasant
experience what faces the editor of a legal journal.49 I also commend,
especially to the attention of law reviewers, Fred Rodell's classic
castigation of some of our infirmities.50 He exaggerates, I believe-but
he does it well. And just recently I noticed, and read carefully, another
" See note 9 supra.
Rodell, Goodbye to Law Reviews, 23 VA. L. REv. 38 (1936).
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concise bit of wise counsel.51 The growing, active interest of lawyers
and law schools in their own stylistic shortcomings is indeed encour-
aging.52 Maybe we shall convert our jargon into sense after all.
uLGerhart, Improving Our Legal Writing: Maxims from the Masters, 40
A.B.A.J. 1057 (1954).
1 Our introductory course in legal research and writing at the University of
Florida College of Law, required in the second semester, is producing the results
that we had hoped for, despite the students' woefully poor training in English
when they begin their legal studies. We have found that individual tutorials, sup-
plemented by lectures on specific aspects of grammar and style, are the one effec-
tive method of imparting the technique of writing. What impresses me particularly
is that most of the law students want to write English. All they need is some
adequate instruction; the desire is there.
